Credits for Enlivening Public Space at Night Presentation

- Slide 6 TOP Left: Dreaming in Color, Seattle, photo by Archphoto, BOTTOM Left: Triple Bridge Gateway, NYC, photo by Archphoto, Others, various, and Leni Schwendinger
- Slides 13-14 Breathing Lights by Adam Frelin and Barbara Nelson
- Slide 11 LEFT: Bear by Dorota Krátká and Adam Krátký, Photo by Craig Shaw, RIGHT by Leni Schwendinger, Salford, UK
- Slide 15 The Matavai and Turanga public housing towers in Waterloo, Sydney. Photograph: #WeLiveHere2017
- Slide 16 TOP by artist Bruce Munro, BOTTOM Urban Light at LACMA, artist Chris Burden
- Slides 17-19 All photos from https://www.pdxwlf.com/gallery except the Willamette Light Brigade https://www.lightthebridges.org/
- Slide 26 Saddler Street illuminated by Dome and Arches, created by the Italian architectural lighting company Luminarie De Cagna
- Slide 27 “Horizontal Interference” by the Polish artists Kataryzna Malejka and Joachim Sługocki
- Slide 28 “Our Moon” by the British artist Hannah Fox
- Slide 29 “Entre Les Rangs” by Canada’s Rami Bebawi Kanza
- Slide 30 “Control No Control,” by the Canadian artist Daniel Iregui
- Slide 33 Enoha Fait Son Cinéma, by Nathanaelle Picot of Pixel n’Pepper
- Slide 34 “Unisson” by Helen Eastwood and Laurent Brun
- Slide 35 “Spider Circus” a moving installation by Groupe LAPS
- Slide 36 “Balāha” by Damien Fontaine